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Abstract : 

 Alice Munro is the great living nobel laureate short story writer of Canada today. She has contributed 

enormously to the short story genre enriched exceptionally with relevant content and uncommon style. Her 

knack of storytelling has seized the present academia across the global. A comprehensive understanding of 

Munro's art requires on overview of the social ethos, especially of women in Canada of the late 1930s and 

early 1940s. This was a phase of social transition. A major development in 1940 that all Canadian women 

granted the right to exercise votes in provincial elections. The last province to grant this right was Quebec. 

However, Federal Franchise has been accorded much earlier – in 1918. Thus changes in the living conditions 

of women were foreseen. Another social crisis that of surfaces in Munro's fiction is "The great Depression 

of 1930". This period considered to be a "black chapter" in Canadian history both in 1920 and 1923. Munro 

alludes to the predicament women situation. Although, Munro has consistently waxed eloquent about the 

living conditions of women. She does not consider herself a feminist writer and has not taken any polemical 

stand with regard to the feminist movement. In her stories, Munro has problematized the prominent binaries 

that mark patriarchal discourses. The Canadian women's voice have always been suppressed in social 
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constructs, and patriarchal hegemony has relegated them to the margin. Women have long felt imperious 

need for a space to unfolded their interior monologous. 

 Munro through her stories has dismantled the operations of patriarchal structures, gender constraints 

and male chauvinism emergent in society. Her stories have hammered home the dire need for social reform 

and gross  injustice towards women. The stories are silent protest, inviting attention to the untold tales of 

women's suffering and may be considered a progression of the chronicle of social history down the ages. 

These short stories embark on the exploration of the moment of crisis that affect the lives of women in their 

domestic front as well as in their relationship with the opposite sex. 

 An exhaustive study of the critical works on Munro unfurls that research has been done on Munro 

from numerous perspctives, the sterling quality of the artist, calls for exploration of newer grounds. Much 

therefore, remains to be unearthed and examined. The present research  paper endeavors with the sole purpose 

of critiquing the short stories of Alice Munro with pristine  insight and disinterested. The purpose of this 

research paper is to explore out the 'Canadian Women Voice' latent in Munro's writings. It will also seek to 

unravel the deeprooted of meanings and significance of Munro's creative stories. The voice of women in 

Canada remained mute in literary history, and the prime motive here is to focus on the social condition, 

portrayal in her works to explore the mysteries of women's lives, who are now vocal to address the vexing 

problems and the solutions redress their issues. 

Keywords: Feminist studies, cultural politics, Genre, Feminist stories, Quest for identity, Existentialist 

feminism. 

 Alice Munro is the nobel awardee short story writer of Canada. As a writer, Munro's focus is on her 

birthplace in the small rural town of "Wingham in south-western Ontario which she mythologies as Huron 

or Wawanash country in most of her stories. She concentrates upon the lives of women in those regions in 

its minutest details and day-to-day existence. The social structure of Canada and male hegemony have always 

devoiced Canadian women. The plight of Canadian women was no better than in other countries across the 

world. A pertinent question often addressed by the feminist theorist was why were women obliterated from 

literary history? The quest for a private space and the assertion of the inner self was therefore a prime concern 

for Canadian women. Thus, the second phase of the Canadian feminist movement from 1960 onwards "Set 

out formulate theories that linked political action with scholarly analysis and feminism became a serious 
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pursuit in academia". (Parameswaran : 54) The aim and objective of Munro is to create space for a women, 

so that they may be able to articulate and express their inner selves in their writings thereby creating an aura 

of social awareness congenial ambience for their emancipation and growth. The short story of women's lives 

has become an effective strategy and for strengthening their voice and empowering them for assertiveness. 

 Loma Irvine has explained this situation in the following words: 

 Thus although both male and female writers in Canada construct narrative patterns different from 

those that dominate American literature, women's narratives, often covertly, more commonly, stress gender 

issues situate and celebrate a maternal domain that presents an alternative structuring to that of patriarchal 

system. Women writers find that subversive language powerfully connects their cultural and psychological 

situation their positions as Canadian and as women. (Irvine : 10) 

Alice Munro was a staunch supporter of the women's cause and upheld stringent Feministic virtues in her 

writings. Her concern at women's situations, and their possible reform echoes in the voice of Del's mother 

when she prophecies. 

 There is a change I think in the lives of girls and women. Yes but it is up to us to make it come. All 

women have had up till now has been their connection with man. All we have had no more lives of our own, 

really than domestic animals. (Lives : 146) 

 Munro fiction visualizes the lives of women in its entirety. Her character voice is the voice of every 

women speaking out about universal problems in male-dominated society. 

 Dance of the Happy shades, Munro's first collection of short story looks into human psychology as 

well as female quest as the young protagonists experience psychological and emotional upheavals in trying 

to cope up with environment. Munro's next short story "walker Brother’s Cowboy" is the evident for 

unconsummated love and introspection of female life. Significantly his story forms the literal base for female 

experience. 

 In another story "The Office", is an exposition of the male prejudice against women artist and as 

writer. Generally writing was considerable as a male prerogative. 
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 Nevertheless, the feminist quest is most explicit in "Boys and Girl" where the notion of setting Flora 

free symbolizes the young narrators desire for independence. The quest for identity remains a vital force in 

Munrovian story inspite of women declining physical abilities remain cheerful and accept the challenges of 

life. 

 Rasporich put it: 

 Despite the anxiety and even suppressed hysteria of their recognition, however the cumulative 

emotional stance here is one of composure, endurance and maturity : these women ultimately brave their new 

physical frontiers and changing sexuality with infested recognition. (Rasporich : 70) 

 Munro examines the entire genera logy of female voice, consisting of old maids, aunts, mothers, 

grandmothers, and cousins who have recognized their positions and have accepted with calm composure 

their changing conditions. 

 In Munro other two collection open secrets (1994), love of a good woman (1998). she combines 

phases of young age, and maturity in a woman's life. Male dominance, injustices, social inequalities are all 

present as Munro repeatedly explores women's experiences in various situations of life. Deceit, pretensions, 

false hopes and promises, unfulfilled desire and longings, male chauvinism and expectations repeatedly 

frustrated are some of the facts of existence dealt with in these collections. Mother-daughter of relationship 

is the ground features of Munro’s most of her fiction. Godard has expressed similar view point in this context: 

Unlike the male, the female has a more complex development to make. 

One which involves the recognition of identity as well as of difference ..... In order for women to grow into 

authentic individuals, they must explores their relationship with their mothers and by extension, their place 

in the matriene literary tradition. (Godard, 198) 

 Undoubtedly ,women portrayed in her short stories appear to us sometimes unsuccessful and far away 

from attaining maturity and perfection but they are illuminated with realization of the facts that they have to 

make their world more illuminated with their consistent struggle towards eradication of problems created 

consciously or unconsciously for them. Alice Munro has made an indelible imprint in the heart of readers for 

recording the most genuine and basic impediments encountered by women irrespective of social structures 
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across the globe. All her stories are reflections of what is happening in the world and making us aware to 

discover relevant, appropriate and effective affirmative which will transform their life and make the world a 

better hemisphere where no space is for any subjugation or injustice for women.      
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